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I. Introduction

On August 2, 1985, the crew of Delta Flight 191 tried to abort a landing after a wind shear tossed the plane into a violent wind pattern.¹ The plane, caught in a powerful wind vortex, was thrown to the ground a mile from the runway.² It crashed into a field, skidded onto a highway, hit a car and killed the driver. It then traveled another 1700 feet before smashing into a water tower.³ One hundred and twenty-eight passengers, eight Delta crew members, and one person on the ground died.⁴
The Delta 191 crash led to a legal battle over who would pay the $150 million to $200 million of claims for wrongful death, loss of aircraft and other damages. Litigants filed suit, claiming that Federal Aviation Administration and National Weather Service employees should have advised the crew of the weather disturbances and warned the crew to change its landing approach. The core of the government's defense presentation at trial was a computer-generated animation illustrating its theory of the events that took place on August 2. Ultimately, the forty-five minute simulation was a key factor convincing U.S. District Court Judge David Belew to rule for the United States. 

While the use of computer-generated animation have become more common in litigation during the past several years, the Justice Department's presentation at the Delta 191 trial was truly monumental in terms of the length and sophistication of the technology used. The trial marked the beginning of a new era for the use of computer-generated animations as demonstrative evidence in litigation settings, and it prompted wider acceptance of the technology by other judges and courts.

Nevertheless, this enticing technology with all of its much-touted advantages creates a significant potential for misuse and prejudice. Judges unfamiliar with the mechanics of computer-generated animation may not adequately evaluate questions of preliminary facts regarding the simulation, as they are required to do before admitting it into evidence. Similarly, juries are especially prone to believe evidence which is presented visually, regardless of its veracity. Furthermore, juries may discard common sense when confronted with computer evidence, and instead accept as proven fact whatever the computer proposes as the calculated result or outcome.

This Comment argues that computer-generated animations should be allowed in the courtroom only under close scrutiny from the courts. Part II briefly discusses the existing technology and its use in the courtroom. Part III describes the admissibility requirements under the current Federal Rules of Evidence and analyzes case law regarding novel scientific evidence introduced at trial. Part IV addresses problems with computer-generated animations' application in the courtroom. Part V discusses this author's proposed methods to reap the benefits from the technology without sacrificing justice. Finally, Part VI offers an outlook towards future technologies and their potential for prejudice.

II. The State of Computer Animation in Litigation

A. Existing Technology

Computer-generated animation is the primary type of computer demonstrative evidence that has been used in the courtroom. Computer animation consists of two-dimensional, animated images projected either on a computer screen or on a larger-screen video monitor. Animations can include syntheses of images, text, and sound to create a fanciful visual aid, or can be used to demonstrate concepts otherwise indescribable in still pictures. It has been used to vividly recreate crimes and to explain to the jury concepts and theories that can best only be illustrated through demonstrative visual evidence. Without computer animation the concepts often would be difficult to bring into the courtroom.

There are two principal categories of computer animation: (1) demonstrative animations used as visual aids or enhancements and (2) scientific animations. Scientific animation differs from demonstrative animation in two important ways. First, scientific animations are more mathematically accurate. Second, the motion in scientific animations attempts to follow the laws of physics rather than track the imagination of an artist.

Despite technological advances in recent years, computer animations are still in their infancy. The concept, as presented in popular descriptions, is far more advanced than the actual capability of the technology. Current limits of computer speed and disk storage create this lag between concept and actual practice.

Nevertheless, the current capabilities of computer animation are advanced enough to be useful in many courtroom circumstances. The simulation operator can easily shift viewpoints within the animation during the presentation so that the audience can see objects and events from any vantage point. Motion can also be altered to hypothetical variants to illustrate relationships between objects in the simulation. An airplane crash, a seat belt injury or the movement of a complex engine can be shown in slow motion so that the action can be understood frame by frame. These valuable advantages have encouraged lawyers to present computer-generated animations at trial.

B. Judicial Review of Computer-Generated Animation

Since appellate courts review a trial court's decision regarding the admissibility of evidence on an abuse of discretion standard, it is
unlikely that a trial judge's evidentiary determination regarding the admissibility of a computer-generated animation will be overturned. To date, very few appellate cases have directly addressed the admissibility of computer animation as either demonstrative or substantive evidence. The wide latitude trial judges are afforded in making evidentiary decisions may help explain the lack of appellate review. Therefore, it seems that the standard of review of a judge's decision on the admissibility of an animation would create a difficult burden for an appellant to overcome.

C. Examples of Computer-Generated Animations Used at Trial

Computer-generated animation's growing use, coupled with its increasing affordability, has made it the buzz word of the litigation community. Computer animations have been used in cases involving such diverse areas as toxic spills, building collapses, transportation accidents, building ordinance reviews and criminal prosecutions. The following cases illustrate the various situations in which attorneys have made use of computer animation to bolster their presentations.

Perhaps the most widely publicized use of computer animation in California occurred in the State's prosecution of James Mitchell following the death of his brother Artie Mitchell. At trial, James claimed that he shot his brother in self defense. A forensics expert worked with a criminalist to create an animated reconstruction of the events of the murder based on physical evidence gathered from the scene. The animation was used at trial "to show the trajectory of the bullets and possible location of the victim when the shots were fired." Mitchell appealed his conviction, claiming that the animation should not have been admitted. The Court of Appeal noted the trial court's discretion in admitting expert testimony reconstructions so long as there is "preliminary proof that conditions are substantially identical and that the reconstruction is an accurate depiction." Ultimately, the court held that it was error to admit the reconstruction because the reconstruction relied upon inadmissible evidence. Nevertheless, the court affirmed the conviction because it held that the error was harmless.

In another trial, an attorney presented animated evidence of the mechanics of a printing press to support his client's claim that the defendant stole crucial design drawings of the press. The attorney retained a firm whose engineers created detailed three-dimensional computer images of the printing press and its component parts. By animating these pictures, the firm demonstrated the workings of the press. The plaintiff also provided two expert witnesses who explained the importance of the plates by using the animated sequences. The jury returned a $2.7 million verdict for the plaintiff and later explained that the "animation helped in giving them information they needed to decide the case."

An aviation attorney used computer animation to help a trial expert demonstrate the operation of a device that controlled aerodynamic flow over an airplane wing. Since the device controlled particles the size of molecules traveling at supersonic speeds, the attorney suspected the jury would have a difficult time understanding the evidence. After the attorney assembled an animation and introduced it to explain the mechanics of the device, the jury was able to follow the complex physics testimony, and found in favor of the attorney's client.

A Whatcom County, Washington prosecutor used computer animation to convict a husband of the murder of his wife. The husband claimed that, while on a hunting trip, his wife was killed when she tripped on a log and accidentally dropped the gun, which discharged into her chest. The computer animation, which used data from a survey of the crime scene, showed that the wound could not have been inflicted by any means other than the defendant facing his wife and shooting her at close range.

A medical malpractice case involving a mother who died in childbirth was successfully defended with the help of computer animation. The child survived, but suffered serious brain damage. The computer video showed that the baby was too big to pass through the mother's pelvic bones, and that the crushing of those bones led to a rupture of part of the womb, allowing fluid to fill the mother's lungs which caused her death.

The animation of a proposed building presented to the Chicago City Council and Planning Commission convinced the two groups to issue the pending building permits. The animation was designed to show the proposed development over time, as well as to replicate a shadow study using calculations of the sun's movement and resulting shadows.

III. Admissibility Requirements for Computer Animation

A. General Rule on Admissibility of Potentially Prejudicial Evidence

Federal Rule of Evidence 403 provides the best rationale for the exclusion of computer animation evidence, and will likely be the most
commonly cited rule for the exclusion of this type of evidence.\textsuperscript{46} Rule 403 provides that, "[a]lthough relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence."\textsuperscript{47} Advocates seeking to use animation will attempt to demonstrate that the probative value of the evidence outweighs any danger of unfair prejudice.\textsuperscript{48}

### B. Standards of Admissibility-Admitting the Animation into Evidence

The admission of computer animation evidence under the Federal Rules of Evidence, requires satisfying Rules 803(24), 901, 401, 402, and 702.

#### 1. Overcoming Hearsay Objections through the "Catchall" Exception

When computer animation evidence involves data generated through the computer's software, "[b]oth the data and the software (as out-of-court statements of the programmer) are subject to hearsay objections."\textsuperscript{49} Hearsay is evidence comprised of an "out of court statement offered to . . . prove the truth of the matter asserted."\textsuperscript{50} Rule 802 excludes hearsay from trial testimony unless it meets one of the exceptions listed in rules 803 or 804. Therefore, the process of admitting the animation begins by seeking an exception to the ban on hearsay evidence.

Proponents of computer animation often employ Rule 803(24), the so-called "catchall" exception, to avoid the hearsay prohibition because computer animations usually do not neatly fit into any of the enumerated hearsay exceptions. This Rule provides that exceptions may be found to the hearsay rule for evidence which has equivalent circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness, [and if] the court determines that (A) the statement is offered as evidence of a material fact; (B) the statement is more probative on the point for which it is offered than any other evidence which the proponent can procure through reasonable efforts; and (C) the general purposes of these rules and the interests of justice will best be served by admission of the statement into evidence.\textsuperscript{51}

Rule 803(24) requires the party seeking to admit the evidence to notify the other side of the animation's existence, and counsel's intent to enter it into evidence.\textsuperscript{52} The drafters of the "catchall" rule appear to have foreseen the rule's role in adapting the system to new technologies. Specifically, the Advisory Committee Note for 803(24) states that the catchall is intended to provide for treating new and presently unanticipated situations which demonstrate a trustworthiness within the spirit of the specifically stated exceptions. Within this framework, room is left for growth and development of the law of evidence in the hearsay area, consistently with the broad purposes expressed in Rule 102.\textsuperscript{53}

Due to computer animation's exceptional ability to explain important and complex issues easily to the jury, and the current trust placed in the technology by judges, Rule 803(24) appears to be a ready gateway to the animation's entry into evidence. As can be seen in the following sections, however, a larger problem lies in the ability of parties to completely bypass even the minimal safeguards afforded by Rule 803(24).

#### 2. Overcoming Hearsay Objections by Passing Off the Animation as Demonstrative Evidence

The rationale for excluding hearsay often rests on the need for cross-examination of the person who made the statement that is being offered for its truth.\textsuperscript{54} While most of what is labeled as hearsay is eventually admitted,\textsuperscript{55} the admission occurs only after the statement meets a certain standard of trustworthiness established by the rules to ensure that it does not prejudice the party against whom it is offered.\textsuperscript{56} This measure of trustworthiness inherent in the Rules is an important bar against unreliable evidence being admitted at trial.\textsuperscript{57}

By successfully classifying computer animation evidence as demonstrative evidence, rather than as opinion or inference evidence, the party seeking its admission avoids the hearsay prohibitions entirely.\textsuperscript{58} For example, demonstrative evidence such as graphs, charts, diagrams, sketches and illustration are not offered for their truth and therefore are not hearsay.\textsuperscript{59} The hearsay objection provides little protection against this type of demonstrative evidence, and most attorneys seeking admission of evidence can invoke another exception under Rule 803 or 804 if the court rejects their arguments based on 803(24).\textsuperscript{60} The opposing party may suffer prejudice if the court too freely admits a computer animation as demonstrative evidence, thus entirely avoiding hearsay concerns.

A leading case concerning the admissibility of computer animation as demonstrative evidence is \textit{People v. McHugh}.\textsuperscript{61} In \textit{McHugh}, the
defendant sought to introduce a computer reenactment illustrating his alternative theory of the accident. Upholding the reenactment's admission, the court ruled that "[t]he evidence sought to be introduced here is more akin to a chart or diagram than a scientific device. Whether a diagram is hand drawn or mechanically drawn by means of a computer is of no importance."

The view of the McHugh court is the one most often subscribed to in deciding admissibility issues regarding computer animation. However, elements of McHugh's reasoning may conflict with the reality of computer programming. For example, the McHugh court stated that "[c]omputers are simply mechanical tools-receiving information and acting on instructions at lightning speed." The idea that computers are mindless machines ignores the programmers' assumptions and algorithms embedded in the software which produces the animation itself.

3. Admitting the Animation as Scientific Evidence

Another alternative to avoid hearsay objections is to admit the animation as scientific evidence. Scientific evidence is expert testimony created by or with an expert as an explanatory aide. This method avoids the hearsay prohibition by reclassifying the animation as a visual interpretation of the testimony offered by an expert in court. Since computer animation is a new technology that most courts have not explicitly addressed, the animation likely will be treated as novel scientific evidence if it is presented in that way.

If the animation is admitted as scientific evidence, an expert must testify alongside it. This requirement ensures that the jury will be able to understand the nature of the evidence presented, and allows the opposing party to cross-examine the expert as a means of countering the evidence presented.

Under the Federal Rules' requirement that evidence be both relevant and authenticated, sufficient guarantees that the evidence is trustworthy must be shown. Since the Federal Rules do not explicitly address the admissibility of novel forms of evidence, a few courts have developed judicial tests.

a. Test for novel scientific opinion evidence

Until June of 1993, the accepted test for determining the reliability and admissibility of novel scientific evidence under the Federal Rules was the test expressed in Frye v. United States. Frye involved an attempt to admit evidence from a systolic blood pressure machine, an early precursor of the polygraph ("lie detector") test. Prior to trial the defendant passed the test and, at trial, defense counsel offered the scientist who conducted the test as an expert to testify to the results obtained. Excluding the evidence, the court stated that:

[j]ust when a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line between the experimental and demonstrable stages is difficult to define. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidential force of the principle must be recognized, . . . [but] the thing from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs.

Frye therefore announced the general acceptance test, which required that any scientific evidence which "has not yet gained such standing and scientific recognition among physiological and psychological authorities" should be excluded.

Most jurisdictions accepted the Frye standard as the dominant standard for determining admissibility of novel scientific evidence at trial. However, the Supreme Court addressed the issue and reversed the standard in June 1993 in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical, Inc. In Daubert, the Court was asked to rule on the issue of whether the adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence superseded the Frye test. A unanimous Court held that the rules had in fact superseded Frye.

Daubert involved expert testimony regarding the effects of the drug Bendectin on unborn children and its relation to birth defects. To counter Merrell Dow's expert testimony that Bendectin did not cause birth defects, the petitioners submitted the affidavits of eight qualified experts who concluded that Bendectin can cause birth defects. The district court excluded the plaintiff's evidence and granted summary judgment for Merrell Dow, and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the decision. Both courts disallowed petitioner's evidence on the basis that the expert testimony proffered failed the general acceptance test of Frye. The petitioner's expert testimony was not sufficiently established to have general acceptance in its field because the opinions were not based on current methods and peer review.

Recognizing the debate whether the Frye test remained valid after the adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence, the Supreme Court
heard the Daubert case and concluded that the Federal Rules had indeed superseded the Frye standard. The Court asserted that "[i]n principle, under the Federal Rules no common law of evidence remains... In reality, of course, the body of common law knowledge continues to exist, though in the somewhat altered form of a source of guidance in the exercise of delegated powers."86 Since "[n]othing in the text of [Rule 702] establishes 'general acceptance' as an absolute prerequisite to admissibility...[and]...the drafting history makes no mention of Frye," the Court found that a rigid general acceptance requirement would be at odds with the liberal thrust of the Federal Rules in favoring opinion testimony.87

With the Frye test repudiated, seven of the nine justices88 joined in the second part of Justice Blackmun's majority opinion in his interpretation of the Rules of Evidence.89 Parsing Rule 702 into its essential elements, Blackmun concluded that the "subject of an expert's testimony must be based on 'scientific...knowledge.'"90 Realizing that the mere words "scientific knowledge" left federal judges with little guidance on what types of evidence Rule 702 allowed, the Court articulated four criteria for acceptability: (1) whether the theory can be tested or falsified; (2) whether the theory or technique has been subjected to peer review and publication; (3) the potential rate of error; and (4) the existence and maintenance of standards controlling the technique's operation.91

In summary, the Daubert court's rejection of Frye and its interpretation of Rule 702 expanded the scope of admissible scientific evidence. Rather than subjecting the evidence to a general acceptance showing, the evidence need only be based on "scientific knowledge." The Court determined that this interpretation of Rule 702 was more consistent with the Federal Rules' general trend in removing evidentiary constraints on novel evidence and moving more towards a liberal standard admitting opinion evidence.92

b. Implications of Daubert

At the outset it is clear that Daubert lessened the barriers to the admission of novel scientific evidence by rejecting the general acceptance test of Frye. Daubert also highlighted the Federal Rules' broad acceptance of opinion evidence.93 Both of these developments have increased the probability that most courts will admit computer animation into the courtroom under the current standards. However, animations created from inadmissible hearsay evidence remain inadmissible unless they are justified under an exception to this prohibition.94 If the animation is classified as mere opinion evidence, this safeguard in the Federal Rules is bypassed. In this regard, the Daubert Court's liberalization of the standards for scientific and opinion evidence will naturally lead to greater use of these classifications in an attempt to evade any potential hearsay objections.

The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals noted the implications of Daubert for animated evidence in Robinson v. Missouri Pacific Railroad Co.95 In Robinson, a video animation of stop motion photography recreated an accident between a car and a moving train96 After holding that the trial judge did not abuse his discretion by allowing the video animation,97 the court cited Daubert as defining the "trial court's special role as gatekeeper with respect to expert evidence and opinion."98 Although the Robinson court felt the case was "a close one,"99 the opinion relied on the standards articulated in Daubert to find that the crash movements depicted in the animation could have been explained on scientific principles, even though the simulation presented certain assumptions made outside the realm of scientific knowledge.100 The court concluded that the Daubert standard was a "flexible one," at least in terms of admitting evidence and of the "trial court's consideration of objections to scientific evidence."101 The court believed that Daubert's flexibility combined with liberal pretrial discovery rules provided the best solution to the situation:

[C]oncerning future similar issues under Rule 702, we suggest that as "gatekeeper" the district court carefully and meticulously make an early pretrial evaluation of issues of admissibility, particularly of scientific expert opinions and films or animations illustrative of such opinions. Recent amendments to the federal discovery rules will permit an early and full evaluation of these evidentiary problems.102

4. Additional Requirements for Admitting Computer Animation Evidence

a. Rule 901-Authentication

Following introduction at trial, Rule 901(a) requires that the proponent of the evidence provide "authentication or identification...to support a finding that the matter in question is what its proponent claims."103 Thus as with other evidence, the animation must be properly authenticated and presented to the court. Rule 901(b) provides, by way of illustration only, the following as an example of authentication: "[e]vidence describing a process or system used to produce a result...[may be authenticated by] showing that the process or system produces an accurate result."104 Most computer animation evidence could be authenticated in this way by presenting expert testimony as to the process used to develop the simulation, accompanied with an explanation of the assumptions, variables and programs the developers used.105
Since all evidence presented must meet the relevance test, Rule 401 requires the court to consider the relevance of the animation. The party seeking to utilize the computer evidence must show its relevance to the facts that need to be established. Once relevance is established, the evidence is easily admissible through Rule 402, which declares that "all relevant evidence is admissible." The burden then shifts to the opponent of the evidence to show why the evidence should not be admitted once it has been established as relevant.

IV. The Prejudicial Effects of Computer Animation as Evidence

Rule 403 states, "[a]lthough relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury." The Advisory Committee's Note following the rule states that "[s]ituations in this area call for balancing the probative value of need for evidence against the harm likely to result from its admission." The Note also defines "unfair prejudice" as a "tendency to suggest decision on an improper basis, commonly, though not necessarily, an emotional one."

Some of the objections to admitting computer-animated evidence, for fear of prejudicial effects, include: (1) it can escape clear classification; (2) it confuses the jury and misleads them in their fact-finding role; (3) it creates a handicap to opponents who cannot afford to use the technology; and, (4) it can be readily manipulated in the courtroom, at least for "real time" computer-animated evidence. Taken individually, these objections to admitting computer-animated evidence may not be enough to tip the balancing test against the admission of such evidence. But when considered together, such objections may outweigh the probative value provided by computer-animated evidence. Each objection is discussed separately below.

A. Confusion over the Nature of Computer Evidence

In some circumstances, computer animation is prejudicial because it lacks a definitive evidential classification. Attorneys seeking to properly introduce their animations may classify their presentations as either demonstrative, scientific, or opinion evidence. These alternative classifications by proponents further obscure the nature of the evidence. This potential confusion as to the nature of the evidence increases the danger of confusing the jury and blurring lines between an expert's opinion of the facts and a presentation of the facts themselves.

As mentioned above, hearsay evidence is often admitted after meeting one of the recognized exceptions. However, if this evidence is of a scientific or technical nature, it must also satisfy Rules 702, 703 and the Daubert test. On the other hand, if the animation is classified as demonstrative evidence, no such test is required. Therefore, the Daubert test of ensuring the reliability of novel scientific evidence, discussed supra in section III.B.3., is completely by-passed, removing one more measure of the evidence's reliability.

Federal Rule 702 also opens the door to allow expert testimony that is in a form other than traditional opinion evidence. Rule 702 admits "scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge" if it will "assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or determine a fact in issue." The important allowance of Rule 702 is that it allows testimony "in the form of an opinion or otherwise." This inclusive standard appears to permit the admission of most computer graphics, whether the animations themselves represent expert conclusions or merely illustrate the basis of opinion by expert testimony.

Consequently, an animation's probative value is compromised by the jury's inability to ascertain what type of evidence it is evaluating. Not only is the line between demonstrative and actual scientific evidence blurred, but the possibility that the animation is nothing more than opinion testimony raises the question of whether the animation is evidence at all. The Rules do not require that the attorneys or the court disclose to the jury the nature of the presented evidence. Without direction, the jury may wrongly assume that whatever the computer shows them is the correct, scientifically-validated answer to the inquiry. This conclusion, of course, may be far from the truth, and essentially removes from the jury their fact-finding role.

Some courts are beginning to address the misclassification techniques proponents have used to introduce computer animations into evidence. For example, the Court of Appeals of Arizona in Bledsoe v. Salt River Valley Water Users' Assoc. held that the trial court had erred in permitting counsel to employ a computer animation during closing argument because it was misclassified. At trial, the proponent argued that the evidence was for demonstrative purposes, and the trial court agreed, although it was "a more sophisticated way of presenting his theory as to how the accident happened." However, the Court of Appeals ruled that the animation should not have been classified as demonstrative evidence because it was more like a depiction of a computer expert's opinion of how the
accident happened. Therefore, the court held that counsel was required to lay the foundation for those opinions prior to their introduction, and opposing counsel should have been permitted to cross-examine the expert about them.

Misclassifying the nature of computer evidence prejudicially affects the judicial process in several ways. First, it unduly confuses the jury as to whether the evidence is demonstrative or scientific. Secondly, it allows an astute party to avoid the trustworthiness requirements of the hearsay rule by entering substantive evidence under the guise of demonstrative evidence. Lastly, it completely avoids the evidentiary requirements established to ensure the reliability of the novel scientific evidence presented.

B. Problems Inherent in the Process and the Technology

The problems in the animation process affect the judicial system in two ways. First, the fact-finder is often unaware of the unconscious biases and necessary assumptions made by the animation's creator and, therefore, the fact-finder cannot reach a fully informed decision. Second, juries may surrender their role as fact-finder by accepting computer evidence as a factual conclusion.

1. The biases inherent in the animation process

Far from the simple input/output decisions that the McHugh court used to characterize computer-generated evidence, computer animation is a long process that involves human speculation and assumptions at each stage of development. Even the most conscientious animator must make assumptions in order to provide for a continuous simulation of the events alleged to have taken place.

The animation process generally involves six steps. The first step is to collect the data for the animation. The developer gathers data from a wide variety of sources, some more accurate than others. These sources include police reports, public records, witness interviews, depositions, expert investigations, and photographs. The second step is to storyboard each frame, "a process by which key events are sketched out and words are added to the still images to describe the motion that is proposed for animation." The third step involves actually drawing, composing or building the image models that will be used in the animation on the computer. Once these images are complete, the animator next must script the movement of the images on a time line that marks the occurrence of certain events. The fifth step is rendering, in which the computer fills out the images appearing in each frame of the animation by incorporating the variables established in the program. The frames are then assembled to form a continuous animation which is placed onto either videotape or laser disc.

Assumptions, speculation and opinions by experts are accepted by the rules of evidence, but should be closely scrutinized nonetheless. Within the confines of thirty frames for each second of videotape animation, there is room for tampering with the evidence. To a certain degree, cross-examination of the expert animator will alleviate this problem, but intentional tampering easily can be hidden within the 1800 frames contained in just one minute of animation. However, absent any bad faith attempt to alter the evidence, there still remains a great deal of data collection, human judgment and speculation at each step of the animation process. Therefore, the contention that the computer's process is an objective one is not tenable. Parties seeking to object to the admission of computer evidence at trial should keep this fact in mind, as well as the fact that if the animation is admitted as anything-as for example demonstrative or illustrative evidence-other than substantive evidence, much of the hearsay evidence that underlies the animation will be admitted as well without any scrutiny by the court.

The case of Sommervold v. Grevlos illustrates the inaccuracies that animations can contain. In Sommervold, the Supreme Court of South Dakota affirmed a trial court's decision to exclude the computer animation evidence because of its prejudicial nature and the inaccuracies which it contained. The court found that the animation, recreating an accident involving two bicycles, was not similar enough to the actual events or the testimony to be admissible. In upholding the exclusion of the evidence based on prejudice, the court echoed the trial court's decision that "[a] video recreation of an accident . . . stands out in the jury's mind. So it emphasizes that evidence substantially over . . . ordinary . . . spoken testimony."

As stated above, problems with the process and technology in creating computer animation may create prejudicial effects. First, because computer animation involves assumptions, speculations, and opinions at each step of the process, it really should not be classified as either demonstrative or scientific evidence. Second, computer animation easily may be tampered with, and the detection of a tampered animation is difficult. While computer animation is impressive and most likely the wave of the future, its foundations remain the people who design the animation; these foundations retain a collage of prejudicial elements capable of evading the Federal Rules of Evidence if courts do not subject them to proper scrutiny.

2. Risk of Jury Mistaking All Computer Evidence As Fact
Some courts have viewed computer evidence as merely a "mechanical tool" for the presentation of evidence. For example, the Supreme Court of New York in *McHugh* found that computers were only "receiving information and acting on instructions at lightning speed" in the presentation of factual evidence. As popular as this view may be, it is misinformed. This view encourages jurors to surrender their role in factual determinations and allow the computer to resolve the factual disputes in the case.

*People v. Mitchell,* provides an example of the risk in adopting such a view. In the case, James Mitchell was convicted for the murder of his brother, Artie Mitchell, despite James's claim that he acted in self-defense. The prosecution used computer animation to show that, because of Artie's location behind a wall, James could not have seen any threatening gestures made by Artie. The original animation portrayed Artie walking down the hallway with his hands at his sides. Upon defense counsel's objection, the judge ordered that the animation be altered several times, ultimately replacing the human-like figure representing Artie with that of a geometric shape to avoid the risk that the jury might assume as proven fact the position of Artie's hands in the animation. The *Mitchell* case illustrates that computers do not merely spit out factual information "acting on instructions at lightning speeds."

Instead, they reflect the theories and opinions advanced by counsel, based on assumptions and speculation.

The Federal Rules of Evidence were primarily drafted because of a mistrust of unrestrained juries and the methods they might utilize in reaching a decision. They were also drafted to "ensure accurate fact-finding." If evidence were allowed without considering these concerns, it would violate the primary purpose of the Federal Rules.

**C. Sensory Impact on Jury**

The fact that computer-animated evidence is gaining acceptance reflects its influence on juries. Jurors respond almost uniformly in favor of computer animation in the courtroom. Exposed to computer animation on television and in the movies, jurors are accustomed to receiving information through this medium. Studies measuring jurors' information retention have shown that jurors were able to recall sixty-five percent of the evidence presented three days earlier if the evidence was presented through a combination of oral and visual evidence. Where only oral evidence was presented at trial, jurors were able to retain only ten percent of the evidence. Studies also have shown that jurors focused primarily on the visual evidence used during trial.

The findings from these studies prompted at least one court to preclude the use of computer-animated evidence. In *Racz v. R.T. Merryman Trucking, Inc.,* the district court held the risk of unfair prejudice to the plaintiff from the defendant's computer-animated recreation of the accident at issue in the trial outweighed the relevance of the evidence. The court recited the old adage, "seeing is believing," in concluding that the jury might give undue weight to a computer recreation. The court asserted, "[b]ecause the expert's conclusion would be graphically depicted in a moving and animated form, the viewing of the computer simulation might more readily lead the jury to accept the data and premises underlying the defendant's expert's opinion, and, therefore, to give more weight to such opinion."

Critics contend that computer animation encourages juries to suspend their skepticism. Brian Stonehill, the director of media studies at Pomona College in Claremont, California, found that computer animation "works on a visceral level that quite easily bypasses skeptical, rational faculties." Computer animation "creates pseudo-memories of the event" and the "memorability of having witnessed the crime itself [or event in dispute], but [with] no validity in fact."

The powerful impact of computer animation on juries is not enough reason by itself to declare such evidence prejudicial because courtroom advocacy often demands that a powerful impact be made. The Federal Rules of Evidence, however, define "unfair prejudice" as evidence resulting in the undue tendency to suggest decision on an improper basis, commonly, though not necessarily, an emotional one. This would certainly apply to evidence which is more convincing merely because it appeals to jurors on a visceral level. A decision based on visceral impact is arguably just as bad as a decision based on emotion.

**D. Prejudicial Effects of Not Using the Technology**

The visceral influence of computer-animated evidence on jurors is compounded when an opposing party does not use animation at trial. Studies have found:

If there is any juror prejudice relating to the use of advanced graphics it appears directed against the party which does not use them. In a number of cases where advanced graphics were used by one side, in post-trial interviews the jury praised the use of video exhibits and . . . criticized the other side for not presenting similar materials.
Thus, a party opting to present a traditional case will often be prejudiced by the use of computer-animated evidence by the other side. Cost is often the reason parties forego the use of computer-animated evidence. While computer animation has become more affordable in recent years, the technology remains relatively expensive and is primarily used only by wealthier parties to a lawsuit or criminal trial. In criminal cases, the prohibitive cost of computer-animated evidence will favor the prosecution, which has the state's resources at its disposal against usually less wealthy defendants. A related concern is that litigants with limited budgets may be compelled to settle rather than seek a trial on the merits when facing opponents who are able to afford animated graphics.

The sure winners from the use of computer-animated evidence are the engineering and computer design firms that produce the technologically enhanced evidence. If counsel on one side decides to use computer animation, opposing counsel will feel compelled to present its own animation. At a minimum, a party facing an opponent presenting computer-animated evidence will seek out an expert witness to rebut such evidence. Not surprisingly, the same firms that create computer-animated evidence also provide expert witnesses challenging the accuracy of such evidence.

### E. The Expansion Into "Real-Time" Animation

The powerful appeal of computer animation to jurors' sensory perceptions combined with an opposing party's lack of such technology begins to tip the scale against admitting such evidence. These effects are true for even the most basic "pre-recorded" computer animation. Such evidence is produced before trial, recorded on videotape and played back to the jury in an immutable form.

Computer-animated evidence, however, has become increasingly more sophisticated with the advent of "real-time" animation. Real-time animation allows counsel to manipulate the visual images in the court room, so that jurors can be shown an animated sequence from a variety of viewpoints and configurations. With real-time animation, counsel is able to instantly perform these manipulations with a device such as a joystick or mouse.

Real-time animation also gives counsel the ability to change the animation at any time during testimony so that it may be used to test out an opposing party's claims. For example, if an attorney presenting computer animation depicts a witness standing thirty-five feet from the scene of an accident and opposing counsel contends the witness was fifty feet away, the attorney can adjust the animation so that it depicts the witness fifty feet from the accident. The manipulation may be made in a matter of seconds through the use of a computer. This powerful tool, however, can certainly lead to prejudicial results. Since real-time animation allows counsel to instantaneously change the nature of the evidence before the jury, there is no opportunity for the judge to decide whether to exclude a particular viewpoint or construction because it is prejudicial. Similarly, opposing counsel will be unable to view the evidence before it is shown to the jury, and can only object after harm has occurred.

The Advisory Committee's notes to Rule 403 noted that "[i]n reaching a decision whether to exclude [evidence] on grounds of unfair prejudice, consideration should be given to the probable effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of limiting instruction[s]." Courts have specifically found that limiting instructions fail to eliminate the egregious prejudicial effect from evidence such as codefendant confessions. Courts may also be persuaded that limiting instructions are inadequate for screening out the prejudicial effects of computer-animated graphics.

### V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Computer animation is a hybrid of scientific, demonstrative, and opinion evidence. It does not fit comfortably into any one category, though it shares elements with each of these categories of evidence. Such technology, however, should not be kept out of the courtroom simply because it does not fit into the existing scheme of evidentiary rules. Instead, the judiciary should accommodate computer technology and design new rules for dealing with this new and unique form of evidence.

Most courts have attempted to fit computer animation into existing categories of evidence, but such an approach clearly fails to safeguard against the prejudicial effects of this new form of evidence. For example, in *Kudlacek v. Fiat*, the Supreme Court of Nebraska treated computer-generated models and simulations like other scientific tests, conditioning their admissibility on a sufficient showing that "1) the computer is functioning properly; 2) the input and underlying equations are sufficiently complete and accurate (and disclosed to the opposing party, so that they may challenge them); and 3) the program is generally accepted by the appropriate community of scientists." The flaw in this approach is that computer animation is an entirely different method of presenting testimony. Judges are quite capable of ruling on complicated issues arising from oral testimony. Computer animation, however, is a visual form of testimony that has
unique psychological effects not associated with other forms of evidence. Computer animation thus requires an evidentiary standard that takes into account these unique effects.

Such a standard should be expressly articulated in the Federal Rules of Evidence, making courts across the nation aware of the special problems associated with evidence in the form of computer animation. Explicit inclusion in the rules of evidence will help the courts respond to the increasing use of such evidence.

A. Developing Guidelines for the Use of Animation

While the structure of the Federal Rules is flexible enough to apply to new types of evidence, the special challenges that computer-animated evidence presents, as well as its hybrid nature, suggest that it should be treated separately from other types of evidence. To achieve such a goal, the following guidelines, standards and limitations should be adopted whenever dealing with computer animation.

1. Formulating a Standardized Classification for the Evidence

Whether computer animation is classified as either strictly demonstrative, scientific or opinion, the animation should be classified uniformly among all jurisdictions. For example, if computer animations are defined as scientific evidence, then all jurisdictions should require experts to testify alongside the animation in court. If computer animation cannot be classified uniformly, then judges should deal with each piece of computer evidence in a motion in limine at the start of the trial. However, judges should be knowledgeable enough to recognize when a crafty attorney is trying to admit scientific evidence under the guise of mere "visual aids." Whatever is done, it is clear that future attempts to standardize criteria for defining computer-animated evidence will bolster the legitimacy of using the technology in the courtroom.

2. Preliminary Evidentiary Decisions on Admissibility

A computer animation should be submitted before trial both to the judge for review and approval, and to the opposing counsels to examine the animation, consider its admissibility, and object if necessary. Regardless of how computer animation is classified, judges will be the ultimate authority on the admissibility of the animation. Therefore, judges should be knowledgeable enough to distinguish among the various types of computer animations presented to them before ruling on the matters in a motion in limine.

Among the guidelines and criteria that should be considered to ascertain an animation's admissibility are the following: (1) the danger of misleading or confusing the jury pursuant to Rule 403, or causing them to make a decision merely on a sensory basis; (2) the prejudicial effect of the animation, including its similarity to alleged or actual events, places and persons; (3) the harm to the opposing party if the animation is admitted; (4) the harm to the proponent of the animation if the animation is excluded; (5) the accuracy and reliability of the assumptions used in the animation; and (6) the trustworthiness of the process employed to create and present the animation.

Animations that are capable of being altered or run in a "live" format-real-time animations-should not be allowed unless there is a showing by clear and convincing evidence that the possibility of altering the image will not unduly prejudice the opposing side. Since juries are strongly affected by visual evidence, the prejudicial effect of an improper viewpoint shown live in the courtroom cannot be undone. In these instances, a limiting instruction by the judge, instructing the jury to disregard the highly-prejudicial image would be largely ineffective.

3. Instructions to the Jury About Computer Evidence

To ensure the reliability of a jury trial, judges should forewarn jurors of the nature of the computer evidence being presented. If the evidence is being offered strictly as a visual aid, the jurors should be aware of such a fact. If an expert or other witness intends to use the animation as an illustration of her testimony, this too should be made clear to the jury. Also, if the animation is a true scientific animation, one which uses the laws of physics, engineering and mathematics, then the jury should be informed of the assumptions that are inherent in the animation. Thus, just as a jury is cautioned that a closing argument is partly the attorney's opinion and not necessarily factual evidence, a jury viewing a computer animation should be forewarned about the use of such evidence.

B. Meeting these Goals at the Present Time

Until these evidentiary standards, guidelines and limitations can be drafted into the Rules, the burden of ensuring fairness in trial proceedings rests on the judges who preside over them. If an animation is admitted, current practice still mandates that an expert testify alongside the evidence, and vigorous cross-examination of that individual is necessary to ensure that the animation is what it
purports to be. During cross-examination, the opponent of the animation should be allowed to demonstrate to the jury that the events portrayed in the animation are based, at least partially, on assumptions and conjectures, and not on purely objective, scientific factual determinations.

Computer technology has revolutionized such diverse areas as telecommunications, document production, education, household appliances, automotive engineering, movie, making and office automation. The next frontier seems to be the courtroom, and the technology is rapidly taking root. At a time when trials are becoming more complex, and both the public and other government entities are pressing to speed up the pace of the judicial system, computer animation technology can be very useful in expediting the process of presenting evidence to the jury. However, the American judicial system does not sacrifice fairness and proper safeguards to produce efficiency gains, and it should not start now.

VI. Future Technologies and the Continued Growth of the Prejudicial Effect

This Comment has primarily focused on computer animation. The greatest opportunities for attorneys using digital demonstrative evidence, however, lies in future technologies being developed by virtual reality innovators. Computer programmers work constantly to both utilize and master this new technology to help construct a new world which they envision. Advances in the quality and quantity of computer animation and virtual reality will likely come as computer speeds increase and new media storage devices become more readily accessible and adaptable to personal computers.

This developing technology seeks to actually project the viewer into a separate "reality." The computer senses the viewer's movements and readjusts the entire reality to reflect the movement. In the courtroom of the future, virtual reality could transport the jury into any setting the attorney wishes, and it can replace verbal testimony with visual recreation of any "reality" the attorney or expert witness conjures up. With these leaps in animation technology, many litigators are waiting for the day when "jurors will be transported back to the scene of an accident simply by wearing a special helmet."

Today's impressive computer animations will be no match for tomorrow's ability to travel in time or space through a man-made version of the facts. The coming technology could allow jurors to actually become fact "investigators" in the true sense of the word, rather than fact determiners. In the least, it will provide such a realistic experience for the jury that concerns about the veracity of the proffered testimony will become secondary to the juror's sensory experiences. If the rules on prejudicial testimony, such as Rule 403, are to have any meaning in our evidentiary systems, then the judiciary and the bar must begin to recognize and address the problems that are inherent in the present and future state of computer animation technology.
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169. Id. See also Gordon Walker, Show Time: Courtroom Technology is Finally Hitting its Stride - And Litigators are Finding that it has a Potent Effect on Judges and Juries, TEXAS LAWYER, May 24, 1993 at 7 ("because the technology is still so expensive, often one side can afford it while the other can't, giving one side a potential unfair advantage"). A related concern is that parties, faced with the need to produce a $20,000 animation to meet the other side's presentation, will opt for settlement, preventing litigation of the issue for economic reasons.

170. Marshall S. Turner and Andrew T. Houghton, In With the Old, In With the New; Interactive Animations Are Wave of the Future, NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL, Feb. 16, 1993, at S-1. Real time animation is best illustrated by the following example:
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182. Not since early common law England have jurors been allowed to investigate, ask questions, or participate in the presentment of a case. However, the coming technology of virtual reality will remove jurors from being passive viewers in the jury box, and transform them into active investigators and participants in the unfolding of each case.